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Executive summary:
Newscrypto.io is a blockchain-linked ecosystem for all the information
regarding cryptocurrency.
We present a platform appropriate for everyone seeking knowledge and
trading advantages in the crypto world. We are a non-ICO project meaning we
will not raise capital because we are self-sufficient, with a product that already
works.
Newscrypto.io is designed to give you all the needed information and tools in
one place. We educate our members about the financial world of crypto assets
with our trading tools, advanced indicators, community prediction section and
our own school program.
The main focus of the Newscrypto platform is to solve the problem of finding
the right information at the right time and guide people from blindly investing
in making rational investment decisions.
On Newscrypto platform you can find basically everything about crypto, you
need to have an advantage in future trading. Based on the tools and features
provided, our users can trade with confidence and security while using our
special one-step execution possibilities.
The Newscrypto.io platform is being run by a newly developed token called
Newscrypto or NWC. The token is used to financially support employees,
servers, maintenance and the platform itself.
In the white paper, there are some insides and guides of our platform we have
created for those who want to learn more about our project and for our
potential future members.
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Introduction:
Cryptocurrencies are spreading like no other financial instrument at this
moment.
Countless people are intrigued to buy crypto assets and at the same time,
there is a huge growth in internet sites containing information about
cryptocurrencies. Nevertheless, how can a person know where to find the right
information at the right time and know the basics to give him or her the best
odds possible to make a profit? The answer is Newscrypto.io.
It all started with an idea. Back in 2015, our young and productive team got
involved in crypto trading as a pure hobby. Consequently, all five of our
founders have been present in the crypto world for some time now. We would
often discuss how we could help our friends, colleagues and ourselves to
become better and smarter crypto investors. Having extended financial
experience in this field, we started developing our idea and the Newscrypto
platform was born. It was all funded on our behalf so it is a non-ICO project,
which means: no ridiculously high soft cap collecting, we are just going straight
to the market.
Based on our trading backgrounds we know what a successful trader needs.
We implemented proper indicators and provide knowledge to our users on
how to manage them. Members pay a fee for the information and our offered
tools.
There are three levels to choose from: Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced.
Every user needs to pay a weekly, monthly or a yearly fee regarding the level of
information and access to the tools on the Newscrypto platform.
People behind Newscrypto are being paid entirely in the form of our tokens, so
it is in their best interest that the value of the token is as high as possible. That
equals providing users the best service possible. With that in mind, the quality
of the platform will only improve, which triggers a higher demand for a limited
amount of Newscrypto tokens.
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Our vision:
We are aware of the situation that many people are unfamiliar with
cryptocurrency trading and probably had a bad experience with it, especially
after January 2018. Most of them have never invested in any other asset or
stock as they lack financial education to do so. They are influenced by the
rumors and media outlet, but soon find out that it is not as simple as it seems.
Most people do not know how, where or when to buy a crypto asset. Crypto
exchanges without proper knowledge are misleading and quite hard to
understand, especially charts, which are a crucial tool in trading. That is why
people end up blindly investing and rely on pure luck to save them. It is similar
to a man swimming in a tank full of sharks; he is only seconds away from being
eaten.
This is where our Newscrypto platform comes in. In our opinion, Newscrypto is
the most advanced project to date as we aspire to give our users the Edge in
comparison to other traders by providing them with all the knowledge needed
to start or improve their trading career. Our vision is to get to the point where
the name Newscrypto will come up to everyone thinking about cryptocurrency.
We practically obligate ourselves to offer the best quality as we can regarding
our platform and future planned projects. We see ourselves as one of the most
influential projects that will take an important part in future crypto evolution.
In the following chapters, we examine the platform and the developed
technology around it to its details. To conclude, our platform was created for
all those involved in crypto markets to reach their challenges and meet their
goals in the crypto world.
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The NWC Token:
The heart of the Newscrypto platform is the NWC token, a Stellar lumen
compliant token that underpins all transactions for the Newscrypto network. It
is used to bind continuously updated and verified technical, environmental and
fundamental data from the blockchain to its corresponding product as
information for Newscrypto users.
To simplify, it carries out transfers of value within the ecosystem. As such, the
token has both utility and value-transfer functions within the network of
applications build on top of the platform.
Token information
Token name: Newscrypto coin
Symbol:NWC
Total supply: 280.000.000 (which is being reduced due to token burning)
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Token Allocation:
Token public sale
Retained by the company
Community development
Reserve funds

50,00%
32,09%
14,41%
3,50%

140000000
89852000
40348000
9800000

50%
30%
15%
5%

70000000
42000000
21000000
7000000

83,47%
16,53%

75000000
14852000

21%
73%
6%

8473080
29454040
2420880

Token public sale:
Development
Research
Operations
Legal

Retained by the company:
Founders
Team, advisors

Community Development:
Bounty
Ambassadors
Other
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Stellar Lumen and why we chose it;
Stellar is a decentralized payment network that allows a cross-asset value
transfer by using a distributed ledger on the blockchain. It is primarily a
platform that connects banks, payments, systems, and people. With its core,
you are able to move money quickly, reliably and at almost no cost.
The Stellar Core software does the hard work of validating and agreeing with
other instances of Core on the status of every transaction through the Stellar
Consensus Protocol (SCP). Their network is a worldwide collection of Stellar
Cores, each maintained by different people and organizations. The distributed
nature of the network makes it reliable and safe.
The Stellar project intends to provide a faster, cheaper and more secure
platform for financial transfers that helps to fill the gap between
cryptocurrencies and traditional payment networks. Stellar has also gone a
step further to ensure security implementing various authentication
constraints and encryptions.
here are many benefits of Stellar especially the build-in decentralized exchange
plays a major role. The average settlement time for the Stellar transaction is 5
seconds. This gives Stellar a tremendous advantage over other alternatives.
The transaction fee on the Stellar network is considerably small. An
approximation states that for the fee to total 1XLM, it would have to contain
100,000 transactions. Furthermore, it is also very fast as it can process 3000+
transactions per second. The process of how it works is shown in the picture
below.
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Newscrypto Platform;
Platform Overview:
The platform is essentially the center point for everyone involved in
cryptocurrencies and blockchain. It targets those who are already trading,
those who are just observing the action and lastly, those who want to become
a part of this new era of cryptocurrencies.
Newscrypto solves the problem of finding the right information at the right
time. It provides data on buy and sell orders, best exchange rates, gives
detailed information about smart money movements, fundamental and
technical analysis and at the same time educates users to become better at
understanding and participating in the crypto world.
The platform allows its users to save time and energy in every aspect of the
crypto world with advanced tools and features provided.
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System architecture:
The Newscrypto platform is built to support high data loads and reads from
blockchain network participants with exact rules which data to extract. The
platform’s architecture updates within milliseconds in different environments,
even those outside of the blockchain core focus.
Although a single piece of data is typically less than 100 bytes, the system is
designed to collect potentially thousands of measurements per batch. Since a
batch may include data from multiple sources, the platform will need to handle
terabytes of data on a daily basis. However, our platform not only collects data
from the blockchain network but also provides it to its members.
In order to achieve this platform capacity, Newscrypto has created custom
software that integrates with blockchain and a distributed storage system.

Platform features:
Our platform covers the features from the basics to an expert level analysis,
which allows its users to become masters in crypto investing.
Features from the Beginner tier:
● NEWS: A feature that analyses the news and searches for pieces of new
information whilst filtering and providing the right ones to our members.
We will also have vloggers, bloggers, and journalists on our team, all
being paid with our tokens. Therefore, in order for them to make money,
they will have to provide the best pieces of news and information
possible.
● CHARTS: They answer the basic questions, for instance: What is the price
action?; What do charts show us?; What are price candles?; Price
movement; Trend Lines; Support Resistance lines; Orders; Order books
explained and much more giving users a whole package of useful
knowledge about charts.
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● COIN CALENDAR: A cryptocurrency event calendar to keep updated on
events regarding the coins or tokens you are interested in or currently
holding. The coin calendar can be managed and updated to the
member’s portfolio.
● WATCHLIST: List of all cryptocurrencies for you to choose your favorite
ones to monitor for potential trading or investing opportunities. Benefits
of a watchlist are that you can make a more informed and opportune
investment decisions as it helps investor track projects/tokens and stay
up on their financial movements.
● ALTCOIN POLICE: A feature that shows your action behind the desired
coin or token. If a project’s development isn’t active you can confidently
assume it is dead and vice versa so you can act appropriately to it.
● PORTFOLIO: Database where users can import all of their trades. You
can build your portfolio and calculate the current balance and sell/buy
trade options for the coins you are currently holding.
● PERFORMANCE: Display of all cryptocurrencies and crypto exchanges
that shows their performance in the desired time ratio from 1 day to 1
month.
● BITCOIN STOCK TO FLOW: The 'Stock-to-flow' is a number that shows
how many years, at the current production rate, are required to achieve
the current stock. The higher the number, the higher the price. Stock is
the size of the existing stockpiles or reserves. Flow is the yearly
production. In other words, ratios are used to evaluate the current stock
of a commodity (total amount currently available) against the flow of
new production (amount mined that specific year).
● CYCLE REPEAT: This feature is showing how it would be if from today's
price change would repeat it's a pattern from the previous cycle. It goes
1458 days ahead (full cycle).
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● BITCOIN ATH: This tool shows us how many days went by since the
Bitcoin all-time high price. The dots on the chart tell us what was the alltime high each day. You can see how much did Bitcoin go up on a certain
day by checking the color of a dot and a scale on the right side of the
chart.
● HASHRATE VS PRICE: We have crunched the numbers for you to see if a
correlation may indeed exist between the hash rate* and the price of
Bitcoin. There seems to be a correlation between the BTC hash rate and
the price of BTC in USD.

Features from the Intermediate tier:
● TRADING: An option of trading available for our members that
automatically places buy and sell orders in their name to a
cryptocurrency of their choice. The user can set all the details (limit,
token amount, rate, etc.) in advance.
● ARBITRAGE: A feature analyzing all current exchange rates and their
differences in different exchange markets. This allows users to choose
the market where their selected currency has the best price for them to
buy or sell it. As we know, the crypto world is decentralized, which
means there can be vast differences between different crypto exchange
markets.
● SENTIMENT: A feature that consists of 7professional technical analysis
for top cryptocurrencies to evaluate investments and identify trading
opportunities. The options are arranged from 1 minute to 1 month
showing you the buy/sell opinion by focusing on patterns of price
movements, trading signals, and various other analytical charting tools.
● BTC SF MULTIPLE: This chart is showing Bitcoin stock to flow model price
compared to the actual close price for a given day. Stock to flow is a value
calculated when a total number of Bitcoins in circulation is divided by the
number of Bitcoins generated in a day and then divided by 12. It shows
how many years are needed in order to produce all Bitcoins currently in
circulation.
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● BTC VS GOLD FLOW: BTC vs gold flow chart shows us a comparison
between the price at the end of the day and 365 stock flow. The chart
suggests that there is a connection between these two and it’s best to
keep an eye on them as it can predict future BTC price.
● BITCOIN RSI FLOW: This chart is showing the Bitcoin relative strength
index. The X-axis is showing months and Y RSI values.
● GENESIS INDICATOR: Genesis Matrix Trading System is a complex
trading strategy with high profitability. The system uses Heiken Ashi
candles to smooth market ‘noise’ when analyzing the price action in
lower time frames. The system works best in trending markets rather
than ranging ones.
Features from the advanced tier:
● WHALE ALERTS: Whale alerts are instant notifications for so-called
whale moves. They provide insight into big amounts of money or socalled smart money being entered or exited from one currency into
another. These moves are normally made on some type of verified
information and we enable our users to react accordingly to it.
● CORRELATION: Indicator that shows the biggest price difference
between Bitcoin and other major coins. It can be used to monitor the
movement and analyzing the market.
● INFLOW INDICATOR: A special feature constructed on an exact
calculation of FIAT flowing into and out of different crypto exchanges.
● BEAM INDICATOR: This indicator helps to identify promising times during
a cycle for buying and selling Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies. Roughly
speaking, BEAM divides the price of bitcoin at any given moment to a
moving average of past prices. This makes price trends more clearly
visible. BEAM stands for Bitcoin Economics Adaptive Multiple.
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● MAYER BANDS: A way to gauge the current price of Bitcoin against its
long-range historical price movements (200-day moving average), the
Mayer Multiple highlights when Bitcoin is overbought or oversold in the
context of longer time frames.
● REALIZED PRICE: the realized market cap divided by the total amount of
generated coins (corrected 1Mil for "Satoshi coins").
● POWER LAW OSCILLATOR: A power law is a relationship in which a
relative change in one quantity gives rise to a proportional relative change
in the other quantity, independent of the initial size of those quantities.
Every halving, bitcoin SF doubles and market value increases 10x, this is a
constant factor. Power laws are interesting because they reveal an
underlying regularity in the properties of seemingly random complex
systems.
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Newscrypto School:
We developed a school program suitable for beginners and those who want to
expand their knowledge about trading with cryptocurrencies.
We have created 8 lessons which are divided into chapters, each chapter
teaches you something new. In the first four lessons, you will learn about
Japanese candlesticks, how trendlines are forming, where you should draw
resistance and support lines as well as a few basic chart patterns as an
introduction into the fifth lesson. In the final four lessons, we will teach you
about advanced chart patterns, trading with RSI and Stochastic and market
depth. Additionally, lessons also advise you on how you should react in
situations after described chart pattern forms.
At the end of each lesson, we have prepared interactive tasks. Each lesson has
a text task in which you have to choose the right answer and tasks based on
charts where you have to choose the right chart pattern.
Lessons grant you points if answered correctly. Upon finishing all lessons and
tasks you get a title based on the points you have gathered through
Newscrypto.io school. We have decided that we will reward you for your
knowledge, meaning that the more points you get, the more tokens we will
give you for free.
Newscrypto School contains subjects like crypto basics, charts, Newscrypto
tools, Trading strategies, Economics, Crypto development and much more in
the future.
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Newscrypto Ecosystem:
The ground base of our ecosystem is the Newscrypto token called NWC. If a
member wants to use our advanced services and indicators, which provide that
edge market information, they have to operate with our tokens, since they are
the only currency in which our services can be paid. The ticker NWC initially
issues 280.000.000 Newscrypto tokens.
Token burning:
We offer a limited supply of tokens. The core of our future token development
system is token burning. This means that we will automatically burn 20% of
NWC tokens received from membership fees. The procedure of token burning
reduces the total supply of our tokens which results in the organic growth of
our value benefiting our investors and token holders. We aspire to be
righteous to our community, therefore we obligate ourselves to burn as many
tokens as we receive from memberships. Any kind of token abuse and token
manipulation is strictly forbidden and inconsistent with our mission. When our
goal of 1 million members is reached, we will dispose of all remaining tokens if
any. Our total supply of tokens is 280.000.000 and the estimated circulating
supply in 5 years is 90.000.000. With the process of burning our tokens, we
keep the demand and price of the tokens as high as possible.
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Exchanges and Integration:
We are aware of the fact that the crypto exchanges fight for traders on the
market. We are building towards the following steps, and we recognize them
as being the primary focus of many crypto exchanges:
1. Building a community,
2. Being noticed on all major social media sites, such as Facebook, Youtube,
forums, blogs, and news feeds,
3. Popularity,
4. Getting new member traders as well as keeping the old ones.
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Token mechanism:
Members will have to pay a weekly, monthly or yearly membership fee in
order to see and use all information provided on the Newscrypto platform and
its mobile application. On the other hand, everyone behind the platform,
namely the team will receive their payments in Newscrypto token entirely.
This means that it is in our best interest to provide quality user experience and
maximize the value of our token. As the team is being paid by success
measured by the members, we are strongly motivated to deliver the best
possible solutions and information to our members in order to raise the
demand for Newscrypto tokens.
User tiers:
There are three user tiers and each of them caters to a specific user type. The
first one is for people with no or little knowledge about crypto trading.
Intermediate level targets junior traders trying to take a step further and lastly
advanced tier which is most suited for professional traders.
Newscrypto School is available for every member regardless of their
membership level. Our given value grows by the user tier resulting in advanced
tier having the strongest contribution to your knowledge and offers the best
tools and most information.
The beginner stage is completely free while Intermediate membership costs
around 100 tokens per week and Advanced membership cost 250 tokens per
week translated into NWC tokens at the crypto exchange rate.
● Beginner level:
Proper charting education with Newscrypto school program, news
filtering feature, coin calendar with all events regarding your desired
coins and tokens, professionally designed charts, altcoins project
information and personified portfolio.
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● Intermediate level:
The benefits of this level are instant execution for simple trading,
analyzed arbitrage that shows which exchange offers the best buy and
sell options, performance ratio, and technical analyzed sentiment tool
and other advanced features.
● Advanced level:
This tier is most suited for professional traders. For a low price, members
get all the crucial information they need in order to decide where and
when to invest next.
The NWC Game:
We intend to create a crypto game for our users (appropriate for all ages). The
game will compliment all traders in the world, regardless of whether they
trade stocks, bonds, forex, crypto, and other assets, or if they simply want to
learn to trade.
The game consists of two different approaches: one being trading and the
other one mining, which is just for crypto. The coins in the game will be copies
of our token, as you can make in-game purchases to advance faster. A few
snapshots follow below.
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Revenue targets:
Members:
We consider ourselves a community connected with our members through
various channels while also building the Newscrypto brand and its member
support outside the web. As we grow, we plan to provide guidance and
opportunity to every crypto entrepreneurial enthusiast out there.
Our mission is to get as many members as we can, and keeping them active on
our platform by providing 24/7 support and encouraging engagement through
our online channels.
In addition, we plan to open offices at all major continents locations where we
would provide live lessons with advisors and offer mentoring by professionals.
This would serve for all people wanting to know more about crypto or those
who are eager to take a step further and start on their own crypto
entrepreneurship path.
We also intend to offer our own INCUBATOR, which will serve our community
as an opportunity to start their own blockchain project whilst granting all the
support needed. We would provide the development expertise, marketing help
and all the know-how for a successful project. Having a physical presence
would also make our reaction times much faster and improve our
communication. Our focus is to build the most innovative incubator to date
and enlarge our crypto community through successful business alliances.
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Future Projections:

The expected projections show we would get 15000 members in the first year, 50000 members in the second
year, 120000 in the third year and 270000 members in the fourth year and beyond.

Roadmap:
- Concept and Idea Creation 2018 Q2
- In-depth Market Research 2018 Q4
- Platform Designed 2019 Q1
- Crypto Community Engagement 2019 Q2
- Exchange listing 2019 Q4
- User Rewards 2020 Q1
- Platform Development Phase 2 2020 Q2
- Coming soon Tools 2020 Q2
- Smart notifications 2020 Q3
- Trading platform 2020 Q4
- Mentorship offices 2021 Q1
- Blockchain Incubator 2021 Q4
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Legal disclaimer:
This document does not constitute an offer of sale or a request for an offer to
purchase or a guarantee in any jurisdiction in which it is illegal to make such an
offer. The statements, estimates and financial information contained in this
document constitute statements or information. Such statements or information
are related to known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual results or events to differ materially from the estimates or results
expressed in such implied or prospective statements.
The information contained in this document may be used in the course of written
or verbal communication with existing and potential community members,
partners, etc. In the course of the information, the content may change during
the evolution of the Newscrypto project. The information contained in this White
paper may not be exhaustive and does not implymany elements of a contractual
relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information
to the holders of possible tokens so that they can carry out a thorough analysis of
the company with the intention of acquiring their NWC.
Final provisions:
This white paper is available in several languages. The information contained
herein may from time to time be translated into other languages or used in the
process of written or oral communication with potential NWC Token holders.
During such translation or editing, part of the information contained in this
document may be lost, damaged or distorted.
The accuracy of such alternative versions of White Paper cannot be guaranteed.
In the event of a conflict between the original version of White Paper in English
and its alternative versions in other languages, the English version of White Paper
shall prevail.
Https://newscrypto.io/
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Join us on our exciting journey - purchase NWC.
BECOME PART OF THE NWC COMMUNITY.
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